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The internal state of an individual—as it relates to thirst, hunger,
fear, or reproductive drive—can be inferred by referencing points
on its movement path to external environmental and sociological
variables. Using time-series approaches to characterize autocor-
relative properties of step-length movements collated every 3 h for
seven free-ranging African elephants, we examined the influence
of social rank, predation risk, and seasonal variation in resource
abundance on periodic properties of movement. The frequency
domain methods of Fourier and wavelet analyses provide compact
summaries of temporal autocorrelation and show both strong
diurnal and seasonal based periodicities in the step-length time
series. This autocorrelation is weaker during the wet season,
indicating random movements are more common when ecological
conditions are good. Periodograms of socially dominant individu-
als are consistent across seasons, whereas subordinate individuals
show distinct differences diverging from that of dominants during
the dry season. We link temporally localized statistical properties
of movement to landscape features and find that diurnal move-
ment correlation is more common within protected wildlife areas,
and multiday movement correlations found among lower ranked
individuals are typically outside of protected areas where preda-
tion risks are greatest. A frequency-related spatial analysis of
movement-step lengths reveal that rest cycles related to the spatial
distribution of critical resources (i.e., forage and water) are respon-
sible for creating the observed patterns. Our approach generates
unique information regarding the spatial-temporal interplay
between environmental and individual characteristics, providing
an original approach for understanding the movement ecology
of individual animals and the spatial organization of animal
populations.

behavior � foraging � GPS data � predation � movement ecology

Characteristics of an animal’s movement path offer insights
into the external influences and internal states of an indi-

vidual across time and space (1, 2). Scaled across a population
or ecosystem, such information can offer new understanding of
the salient factors driving the spatiotemporal structure of pop-
ulations (3, 4). The methods used to garner this information have
been the focus of research in the field of ecology for some time
(5–7). Perhaps the most common of these methods involves
analyzing correlations among consecutive displacements (i.e.,
step length or approximate velocity) and turning angles in the
context of random walk models (4, 7). The strength of first-order
autocorrelations in the directionality of movement has been used
to categorize foraging strategy (8–10), whereas potential infor-
mation contained in the autocorrelative structure of step lengths
has largely been ignored. Given the existence of such structure
in our data, as revealed by the analyses presented here, simple
random walk models are clearly inadequate for characterizing
movement in some animals. Our approach provides unique

insight into the relationship between environmental factors and
movement as influenced by the internal states and movement
and navigational capacities of an organism, the connections
between which form the foundation of the movement ecology
framework in this volume (2). In this article, we identify salient
environmental factors influencing the spatial-temporal move-
ment patterns of elephants on the landscape in and around
Samburu National Reserve, Kenya.

The role of autocorrelation, at different temporal scales, in the
movement pathways of animals is an important understudied
phenomenon that is critical for predictive modeling of popula-
tion spatial properties (10, 11). Treating cyclic (strongly repet-
itive) patterns of movement as behavioral signals can offer new
insight into the factors impacting population organization and
the spatial ecology of animals (12). Relating these movement
cycles, detectable through autocorrelation in step lengths or
other movement properties, to the ecological context in which
they occur can provide insights into the internal states of
individuals and serve to identify salient motivations of recog-
nizable canonical activity modes (e.g., foraging vs. heading for
water) (1, 2). Animal biology (e.g., gut retention times) or the
organization of landscape features (e.g., the spatial relationship
between water, forage, and refuges) may drive repetitive move-
ment behaviors, such as drinking water during the midday heat
or foraging before rest periods. However, movement modes as
reflected by changes in the significant frequencies of the perio-
dogram explaining movement variation or shifts between tem-
porally independent and dependent periods may represent
switches from one behavioral mode to another. As such, auto-
correlation, or lack thereof, in movement properties along
pathways can serve as a metric for the definition of canonical
activity modes themselves (1, 2), enhancing our ability to un-
derstand the factors impacting spatial behavior.

Here, we explore the autocorrelative properties in GPS
(global positioning system)-generated 3-hourly step-length se-
quences over a 6-month period for seven wild African elephants
(comparable results using 1 h data for five of these seven
elephants are presented in supporting information (SI) Text).
We calculate estimates of Fourier spectrums (periodograms) to
compactly characterize different scales of temporal dependence.
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Because the displacements in stepwise elephant movements are
potentially nonstationary (i.e., the dominant frequencies ex-
plaining most of the movement may change or disappear),
periodograms provide good but preliminary insight into auto-
correlative properties of elephant movements. We build on these
findings using wavelet analysis, which allows temporal identifi-
cation (localization) of different movement signatures across all
temporal scales within a dataset. Bootstrap significance tests are
applied to define periods where the complexity of the autocor-
relative signal exceeds a first-order autoregressive model fit to
the data, a conservative model of temporal dependence. To
determine the formative drivers of different movement modes
identified from autocorrelative properties in 3 h step lengths, we
(i) compare time-specific step-length distributions during peri-
ods of movement dominated by specific frequencies, (ii) test the
ability of simulated movement behaviors based on a simple
diurnal rule to replicate these frequency spectrums, and (iii)
relate localized, time-specific movement properties with ecolog-
ical and social properties to gain understanding of the context of
these different behaviors. For the latter, we invoke a compara-
tive framework to identify salient internal and external features
impacting the type of temporal correlation defining behavioral
movement modes, testing the following three hypotheses.

H1: Autocorrelation in Movement Will Be Greater During the Dry
Season than the Wet Season. Seasonal changes in the distribution
of resources (both forage and water) impact spatial structure,
demography, and movement properties in a variety of organisms
(4), including elephants (13). Autocorrelation in step lengths is
likely to vary in relation to the spatial arrangement of resources,
where the dynamics of repetitive interpatch or forage to water
movements common during the dry season will differ from those
when resources are more homogenous or the distance between
water and forage is reduced. Therefore, autocorrelation in
movements should be more pronounced during the dry season
when the distribution of resources is predicted to elicit repetitive
movement.

H2: Autocorrelation in Movement Is More Common in the Movement
Patterns of Socially Dominant Individuals. Interference competi-
tion, by eliciting spatial avoidance or range shifts, is likely to
disrupt the ability of individuals to maintain repetitive cycles of
behaviors (14, 15), decreasing autocorrelation in movements.

Social rank serves as a proxy for the degree of interference
competition experienced by an individual, where higher-ranking
individuals are less influenced by such competitive interactions.
As a result, the occurrence of repetitive cycles in movement is
predicted to be more common among high-ranked individuals.

H3: Autocorrelation in Movement Decreases in Regions with Greater
Predation Risk. In landscapes preferred by predators or where
contact with predators is more frequent, individuals may alter
their movement behavior in response to increased risk (16, 17).
Decreasing the predictability of movements (i.e., less autocor-
relation) serves as antipredator behavior in areas of increased
risk (18). In the study system and across their range, humans are
the primary predator of elephants. Protected areas, where
human access is limited, serve largely as predator exclusion
zones. Consequently, the proportion of time devoted to cyclical
movements is likely to increase within protected areas relative to
communal regions outside protected areas.

Results
For movements of the study elephants analyzed at a sampling
interval of 1 or 3 h, turning angles did not show any temporal
autocorrelation, mirroring results from a previous study of
elephant movement (19) that showed no significant autocorre-
lation in this metric at lags �15 min. In contrast, analysis of step
lengths using traditional time-domain autoregressive AR(p)
model selection based on Akaike’s Information Criterion chose
p between 24 and 27 for the 3 h sampled data, depending on the
individual, but offered little insight to differentiation in move-
ments among individuals and across time. Analyses using the
signal processing methods of Fourier and wavelet analysis re-
vealed complex and nonstationary autocorrelation in the step
lengths of these elephants.

Periodograms (representation of the relative contribution of
different Fourier spectral frequencies to the temporal structure
of the times series) revealed strong diurnal cycles (frequencies
with one or more cycles per day) in the movement step lengths
of all seven elephants that were clearly different from theoretical
red-noise spectral functions (Figs. S1 and S2). Scalograms
(approximations of the true wavelet spectrum) (20, 21) show that
the type or existence of autocorrelation was not continuous
across time in the movements of any of the seven elephants, with
substantial heterogeneity in the type (frequency) of autocorre-
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Fig. 1. Averaged modulus values of wavelet scalograms of 3-hourly net displacement time series from three dominant, two midranked, and two subordinate
elephants, normalized so that larger values (stronger fit) correspond to warmer colors (values of 1 are given a red color) and smaller values correspond to cooler
colors (values of zero are purple) (see Figs. S3 and S4 for individual scalograms, the latter pertaining to 1-hourly data). The solid line denotes the cone of influence
outside of which modulus values are affected by zero padding and should not be considered; the vertical dashed line gives the approximate date of transition
from the dry to wet season as described in the text. The temporal heterogeneity in the frequency distribution of modulus values is greatest among subordinate
elephants (warmer-colored regions are more common in lower-frequency sections of the scalogram), with midrank elephants showing greater heterogeneity
than dominants. The heterogeneity dampens in the latter part of the study (wet season), when cyclical properties of movements across all individuals converge
to the primarily diurnal patterns (cooler colors predominate in low-frequency areas of the scalogram) characteristic of dominants regardless of season (Fig. S1).
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lation present in movement pathways (Fig. 1 and Figs. S3 and
S4), thereby providing structure within and across individuals
that can be linked to ecological and social factors. Isolating
diurnal displacement patterns through analysis of the distribu-
tion of step lengths associated with the two dominant peaks in
Fourier spectrums, at frequencies of one and two cycles per day,
demonstrates the occurrence of such autocorrelation movement
structure is a function of phases of resting and directional
movement (Fig. S5). Movement differences between time peri-
ods, including significant frequencies in the scalogram and those
lacking significant frequencies (i.e., those with no temporal
autocorrelation), appear to be a function of the number and
duration of discrete rest periods and the distances moved during
morning and afternoon activity bouts. The number of rest
periods as an explanatory hypothesis for these statistical signa-
tures was further supported by a movement simulation study, the
basic result of which shows that similar spectral signatures
emerge for movement activity containing one or two rest periods
(see SI Text and Figs. S6 and S7). Building on these insights, we
test hypotheses regarding the environmental factors eliciting
such movement behavior.

The relationship between ecosystem level processes and the
timing of synchronized periods (across all individuals) with and
without strong autocorrelation provides information on mac-
roscale drivers of animal movement behaviors. To address H1,
a time-specific metric of the relative strength of autocorrelation
in the study population’s movements was derived as the propor-
tion of variance in movement explained by autocorrelation (see
Methods) during time periods corresponding to Normalized
Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) sampling intervals (Table
S1). Comparing the relative strength of autocorrelation, aver-
aged across the seven elephants, against ecosystem variation in
primary productivity (NDVI) demonstrated the relative strength
of autocorrelation was significantly negatively correlated with
ecosystem productivity (rs � �0.789, P � 0.001). Thus, in
support of H1, movement autocorrelation was strongest in the
studied population during the dry season, whereas random
movement across all temporal scales tended to coincide with the
NDVI peak reflecting the period when resources (water and
forage) are abundant and more homogenously distributed across
the ecosystem (Fig. 2).

Comparison of periodograms calculated separately on move-
ments occurring during the wet and dry season (a likely break
point in the statistical stationarity of movements), where the
seasonal transition was defined using remotely sensed NDVI
data, depicted further evidence of seasonal behavioral shifts in
movements. All elephants demonstrated similar cyclical move-
ment characteristics during the wet season, when the frequency

with the most explanatory power occurred at one cycle per day
in addition to significant periodogram peaks at frequencies of
two and three cycles per day, although with decreasing power
(Figs. S1 and S2). Significant frequencies and relative powers at
each frequency, however, differed across individuals during the
dry season (Table 1 and Figs. S1 and S2). The three dominant
individuals showed the same temporal dependence in movement
characteristics for both the dry and wet seasons, whereas the
dominant frequency in movements of three of the four subor-
dinates shifted across seasons from two cycles per day to one
cycle per day.

Analyses of individual autocorrelative signals offer insights
into the influence of individualistic social and location-specific
properties on movements necessary for the evaluation of H2 and
H3. Differences in the proportion of time spent conducting
cyclical movements did not relate to rank as posited in H2;
however, results indicate the frequency spectrum varied in
relation to social rank. Wavelet analyses were performed to
improve detection of autocorrelative differences across individ-
uals. Specifically, low-frequency autocorrelation generally be-
comes more prevalent in individuals lower down the social rank
hierarchy, whereas dominant individuals did not demonstrate
low-frequency cyclical movements (Fig. 1 and Figs. S3 and S4).
Diurnal cycling was most consistent among dominant individuals
(Figs. S1 and S2). However, the autocorrelative patterns of the
studied elephants converged to similar diurnal cyclic patterns
during the wet season when cooler colors in the spectrogram are
apparent in lower-frequency regions across all elephants (Fig. 1
and Figs. S3 and S4), analogous to the convergence demon-
strated in seasonal periodograms (Fig. S1).

Overlaying wavelet results in a geographic information system
(GIS) allowed evaluation of the relationships between the
presence of autocorrelative movement properties and landscape
features in the study ecosystem (Fig. 3). The strength and type
of dominant frequencies varied in relation to the protected status
(i.e., degree of risk) of an individual’s location in support of H3
(Fig. 4). During the dry season, the proportion of time scalogram
coefficients were significant at diurnal frequencies (one or more
cycles per day) within protected areas was greater than the
proportion of time outside protected areas (Table S2; Wilcoxon
signed rank Z � �12, P � 0.023). In contrast, the proportion of
time spent in cyclical movements in the low-frequency range
(less than one cycle per day) was greater outside than inside
protected areas, although not significantly (Z � 3, P � 0.125).
However, only the three lowest-ranking individuals conduct
multiday cycling, limiting the power of this analysis (Table S2).
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Fig. 2. The average (across all seven elephants) proportion (error bars
represent standard errors) of variance in movements explained by autocor-
relation (black squares) was significantly negatively correlated (rs � �0.789,
P � 0.001) with NDVI (gray diamonds), showing that periods of the strongest
cyclical movement occurred during the dry season when resource quality is
relatively poor and water is limited. Periods when movements tended to be
more random occurred during the wet season when resources are abundant.

Table 1. Results from periodograms of movement data
presented across seasons

Rank ID
Dry season
cycle/day

Wet season
cycle/day

High M54 1 (2, 3) 1 (2, 3)
High M5 1 (2, 3) 1 (2, 3)
High R28 1 (2, 3) 1 (2, 3)
Mid R22 1 (2, 3) 1 (2, 3)
Mid M31 2 (1, 3) 1 (2, 3)
Low R37 2 1 (2, 3)
Low M46 2 1 (2, 3)

Findings show the dominant frequency (cycles per day) of autocorrelated
signals with significant but less powerful frequencies in parentheses. The
structure of cyclic movements of dominant individuals does not differ across
season, showing the form of cyclical movements is not impacted by variation
in resource abundance for this group of individuals. Periodograms of subor-
dinate individuals differ from that of dominants in the dry season but con-
verge to the same pattern as dominant individuals during the wet season (see
Fig. S1).
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Movement property differences in relation to protected areas
were not statistically supported during the wet season (Fig. 4). In
general, diurnal cycles in movements were more common than
multiday cycles across individuals, seasons, and geographic
locations.

Discussion
Though classic movement modeling approaches incorporate
first-order autocorrelative temporal dependence (4, 9), the
quantification of more extensive temporal autocorrelation in
patterns of movement has been neglected despite its significance
for understanding and predicting the spatial use and behavior of
animals. When ecological conditions are static, highly repetitive
movements may offer the best utilization strategy where differ-
ent requirements are fulfilled in a predictable manner (22, 23).
Under such conditions, high degrees of autocorrelation in
movements may reflect a risk reduction and energy conservation
strategy. In contrast, when resources in an ecosystem vary
dynamically or approach a uniform distribution, weak correla-
tion in movement properties or a random search strategy may be

optimal, as demonstrated for turning angles in simulation studies
(24). In this analysis, we applied nonparametric time-series
analysis methods (Fourier and wavelet analysis) to assess the
relationships between autocorrelation in step lengths (i.e., cy-
clical movement behavior—not to be confused with looping
behavior related to the geometry of pathways) and time- and
context-specific sociological and ecological factors. Fourier and
wavelet analysis provide statistical definition of autocorrelation
in movement properties across all temporal scales in the data.
Time series of elephant stepwise movements appear complex
and strongly nonstationary, with dominant periods of autocor-
relation occurring at one, two, and three cycles per day. Analysis
of step-length distributions associated with significantly auto-
correlated movements indicates that the relatively simple rela-
tionship between periods of rest and movement elicits these
dominant frequency spectrum properties. This was verified by
our ability to replicate periodogram and spectrogram charac-
teristics using simulated movement data containing simplistic
movement patterns constructed with once- or twice-a-day rest
periods. The structure of movements is strongly influenced by
seasonality in this study system and related to differences in
individual social characteristics and landscape features associ-
ated with predation risk.

By testing for time-specific emergence of significant frequen-
cies in periodograms, we identify autocorrelated versus random
movement periods across all scales inherent in the movement
data analyzed. Among the study elephants, the period with the
least autocorrelation coincides with the wet season peak in
NDVI, the period of highest primary productivity in the eco-
system (Fig. 2). This dampening of movement autocorrelation
when resources are good indicates nonrandom movements are
associated, at least partially, with foraging strategies when
resources (both food and water) are limited or heterogeneity in
their distribution is strongest, as predicted in models of optimal
foraging strategies (24). Elephants visited permanent water a
significantly greater proportion of days during the dry than the
wet season (Table S3), probably on account of widely available,
temporary wet-season pools that strongly alter the spatial prox-
imity of water to forage. The relationship between the occur-
rence of midday rests and the distances traveled during morning
and afternoon movement bouts are critical determinants of
autocorrelative properties in the study system—behaviors most
likely influenced by peak midday temperatures (impacting rest)
and a function of the spatial distribution of water and forage.

Intraspecific competitive interactions were hypothesized to
inhibit adherence to specific repetitive behavioral strategies,
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Fig. 3. The frequencies and power of cyclical movements in elephants varied in relation to location during the dry season when interspecific conflict over
resources is greatest. Movements outside protected areas in pastoralist lands are hypothesized to be disrupted by risk of conflict or predation by humans. The
movements of a subordinate elephant, R37 (black equates to paths with no significant autocorrelation and red shades are color scaled by strength of wavelet
fit), show her diurnal movement cycles (Left) were more common within protected areas, whereas her multiday cycles (Right) were more common outside
protected areas (S2). A dominant elephant, M54 (gray equates to paths with no autocorrelation and green shades are scaled by strength of wavelet fit), rarely
leaves the protected areas and demonstrates only diurnal cycling.
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Fig. 4. The median proportion of time (column with error bars representing
minimum and maximum values) the study elephants conducted significant
cyclical movements at different frequencies differed when within human-
dominated communal areas or protected areas. (A) During the dry season
when resources are limited, diurnal cyclical movements occurred predomi-
nantly within predator-free protected areas (Wilcoxon signed rank Z � �12,
P � 0.023), whereas multiday cycles typically occurred in human-dominated
regions outside protected areas, although not significantly (Z � 3, P � 0.125).
(B) No differences were found during the wet season when resources are
relatively abundant. Where columns are missing, median values were zero.
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resulting in weaker autocorrelation among subordinate individ-
uals relative to dominants. Surprisingly, all seven individuals
were found to conduct significantly autocorrelated movements
approximately half the time of the study (Table S4). Though our
hypotheses were structured around the presence of cyclical
movement behavior or the lack thereof, our results indicate the
frequency spectrum varied in relation to social rank rather than
the proportion of time spent conducting cyclical movements. We
found dominant individuals maintained similar cyclical move-
ment patterns across the study period, whereas subordinates
demonstrated greater heterogeneity in the frequency and timing
of such movements (Fig. 1). Seasonal variation in resource
abundance impacted movement autocorrelation among the sub-
ordinate individuals, which demonstrated short twice-daily and
long multiday autocorrelative signatures during the dry season,
but converged to the primarily diurnal patterns matching those
of dominants during the wet season when resource competition
is weakest. Previous analyses on the relationship between daily
travel distances and social rank (13) showed dominants travel
approximately half the distance of subordinates during the dry
season when rank-related differences in frequency spectrums are
prevalent, but travel distances are comparable across ranks
during the wet season when temporal dependence in movement
is statistically similar. As such, energy expenditure and conser-
vation in relation to forage quality and quantity appears to be a
major factor driving shifts in cyclical movement strategies.

In addition to sociality and seasonal changes in resource
distribution, we found that landscape properties influence au-
tocorrelative properties of movements. Results from the wavelet
analysis that were used to quantify the proportion of time
movements were significantly autocorrelated in respect to the
protected area status of their location (i.e., where protective
status is assumed to be synonymous with predation risk). Scale-
specific differences were found in relation to location, with
significant multiday frequencies occurring predominantly out-
side protected areas. The spatial location of movement cycling
was influenced by season, with diurnal autocorrelation occurring
more frequently within protected areas during the dry season but
lacking location specificity during the wet season (Fig. 4 and
Table S2). The studied elephants use an open ecosystem in which
areas outside parks are communally managed pastoralist lands.
Though vegetative communities in protected and unprotected
areas are similar, human-elephant conflicts in this region are
greatest outside protected areas during the dry season when
competition over limited resources is high. Therefore, dry season
differentiation in movement autocorrelation related to protec-
tive status of locations, and the lack thereof during the wet
season, most likely reflects conflict avoidance behavior. Anec-
dotal evidence indicates multiday movements are a result of
elephants shifting between use of different areas, possibly re-
f lecting an attempt to access resources across disconnected areas
while limiting overlap with humans and livestock. Low-
frequency (multiday temporal autocorrelation) movement prop-
erties found only among socially low-ranking individuals (those
most susceptible to competition with conspecifics) and in loca-
tions of enhanced predation/conflict risk (outside protected
areas) appear to arise in response to potentially disruptive forces.

Breeding cycles, migration, and other rhythmic behaviors in
natural systems are often driven by predictable phenomena such
as circadian light patterns or variation in temperature (25).
Similarly, the heterogeneity in cyclical movement behavior
among the study elephants relates to different strategies driven
by environmental constraints (e.g., water availability and tem-
perature) and biotic factors (e.g., predation risk and competi-
tion). Though the data used in this analysis covered a short
period relative to an elephant’s life span, datasets covering
longer-term life-history events (like annual migratory or repro-
ductive activity) could allow identification of low-frequency or

higher-scale autocorrelation behavior. As has been shown for elk
(10) and turkey vultures (26), the influence of different factors
on movement autocorrelation are likely to vary across scales.
The methods used here provide unique insight into cyclic
properties of movement that standard methods fail to identify.
This opens research directions on movement behaviors of evo-
lutionary or management importance that have largely been
overlooked (e.g., cyclical intermittence in movements driven by
difficult-to-identify behaviors such as reorientation search strat-
egies) (27).

Identification of patterns of periodicity allows us to draw
inferences about regularly occurring canonical activity modes,
the factors driving mode switches and their relative importance
in structuring the spatial properties of populations. In the
context of the movement ecology framework presented in this
volume (2), the motion capacity (realized here as periods of
movement interspersed with consistent periods of rest) and
navigation capacity (knowledge of the location of forage, water,
and other critical resources) elicit patterns of autocorrelation in
the movement of elephants that are influenced by the elephant’s
internal state (aversion to risk and social competition), which are
a manifestation of the external factors in the ecosystem (the
presence of humans and socially dominant conspecifics relative
to the distribution of resource). These unique insights into the
relationship between social and ecological factors structuring an
elephant community show that elephants make context-specific
decisions regarding the scale and timing of cyclical movements
as a function of their foraging strategy, sociospatial processes,
and landscape properties.

Methods
Study Population. The study was conducted between July and December 2001
in the area in and around the 220 km2 Samburu and Buffalo Springs National
Reserves in northern Kenya (37.5° E 0.5° N). This semiarid region is dominated
by Acacia-Comiphora savanna and scrub bush, and permanent water is limited
to a few springs and the Ewaso N�giro River. Rainfall averages �350 mm per
year and occurs during biannual rainy seasons generally taking place in
April/May and November/December. For purposes of the analyses presented
here, seasonal transitions were defined using spatially explicit remotely
sensed NDVI data, a longitudinal metric of vegetative productivity (28, 29), as
described elsewhere (30).

The elephant population using these reserves, numbering �900 individu-
als, has been closely monitored since 1997. Movement data were collected
using GPS collars fitted on seven female elephants from previously defined
distinct family groups (31). The rank of the matriarch of each family, defined
as the most dominant individual in a family group, was calculated from
individually recorded agonistic interactions following established techniques
described elsewhere (32). Ranks of these families were not known at the time
of collaring. Though collared families differed in respect to their rank status
within the population, they were of similar sizes (range: 9–13 individuals) and
all led by mature matriarchs estimated to be over the age of 35 years (31).
Although home ranges of all individuals overlapped, individuals were as-
sumed to be independent for purposes of this analysis as a function of
differences in their social groups. Individuals were radio collared by a Kenya
Wildlife Service (KWS) veterinarian following the protocol established by
KWS.

Statistical Analysis. The movement data from the seven focal individuals
analyzed here are longitudinal records of GPS locations sampled at 3-hourly
intervals between July 11 and December 31 of 2001 (with the exception of R28,
which ends on December 15). GPS data for five of these individuals was
collected hourly, but sampled at the 3 h interval for comparative purposes.
However, analyses of data at both resolutions were conducted to ensure
results were not a function of the sampling interval. Net displacements
between successive locations were calculated using ESRI’s ArcGIS 9.2 and log
transformed to stabilize the variance. Missing values made up �4% of the
data in total for all individuals (except M5, which was missing 8.76%, primarily
from a 2-week collar failure). We estimated missing values using expected
values from a Kalman Smoother with a first-order autoregressive state-space
model assuming mean zero Gaussian process noise and mean zero Gaussian
observation error (33). This imposed no artificial seasonal (in the parlance of
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time domain methods) structure in the data, which appeared at lags of �6 h
in unreported preliminary data exploration.

Two approaches were used to identify the dominant frequencies in time
series of movement step lengths, described extensively in the SI Text. First, the
distribution of power (variance) across frequencies was estimated with the
Fourier periodogram, in which dominant frequencies are identified by peaks
in the periodogram as compared against theoretical white and best-fitting
red-noise spectrums (SI Text). Though a Fourier periodogram provides a useful
summary of dominant signals in a time series and has useful asymptotic
properties (33), the method assumes that the process creating the data is
stationary (i.e., any model of the process would have constant coefficients). A
more general approach that does not assume stationarity of the process
creating the data is wavelet analysis (21, 34), which calculates the modulus of
the wavelet-transformed time series of step lengths as a function of both
frequency and time, thereby allowing the identification of particular time and
frequencies in which the moduli are significantly different to those expected
from a red-noise fit of the data (see SI Text for technical details).

We determined the proportion of variance explained by autocorrelative
processes more complex than a simple AR(1) model versus ‘‘noise’’ at each time
step using a Plancherel formulation of the total time series variance to the
modulus values of the wavelet transformation (21, 35) (SI Text). Averaging
across blocks of time corresponding to NDVI sampling intervals offered a
relative measure of the degree of autocorrelation in movements during that
block for each individual. These time-specific metrics of overall autocorrela-

tion were then averaged across all elephants for each NDVI sampling interval.
Spearman’s rank correlation was then calculated between NDVI and this
average, representing the relative strength of autocorrelation in movements
across all individuals.

The second use of temporal locations of significant levels of autocorrela-
tion was to relate differences in the autocorrelative signals of movement
behavior to spatial location, social rank, and season. We first calculated the
proportions of time for which movement was autocorrelated at levels that
significantly exceeded the best-fitting red-noise process of the data pertain-
ing to each individual. These results were overlaid in a GIS to calculate the
proportion of time cyclical movements that occurred within and outside
protected areas. In addition, the proportion of time modulus values were
significant for frequencies less than or equal to one cycle per day or greater
than one cycle per day were compared within and outside parks.
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Methods. We denote the time series of step length for individual
i during time t-1 to t as yi,t. The autocorrelation function of each
yi,� revealed clear cycling in the data, with peaks occurring at lags
separated by more than 6 h, depending on the individual i. We
estimated missing values using expected values from a Kalman
smoother with a first-order autoregressive AR state-space model
assuming mean zero Gaussian process noise, as well as mean zero
Gaussian observation error (1). This smoothing imposed no
artificial seasonal (in the parlance of time domain methods)
cyclical structure to the data.

Spectral analysis is an effective tool for detecting frequencies
� driving periodic fluctuations in data time series, where the
spectral density is defined as the Fourier transform of a time
series autocovariance function (1). We obtained estimates of
spectrums using smoothed periodograms using a modified
Daniell smoother with adjacent three points, and a cosine
bell-tapered yi,�, standard approaches to accommodate the in-
herent discreteness and finiteness of data when estimating
spectral density functions (1). All analyses were done with R
2.6.1 software (2). To facilitate visual comparison with theoret-
ical spectral densities of white and red noise, we normalized by
the sample variance �i

2 for each yi,�. Under this normalization, the
theoretical power spectrum is given by 1/(1 � �2 - 2�cos(�)) for
red noise and the constant 1 for white noise where � is the lag-1
autocorrelation coefficient estimated separately from each data
time series (1).

Periodograms assume stationarity in the data, giving time-
averaged estimates of the frequency-dependent variance com-
ponents, thereby precluding the identification of localized
changes in the dominant frequencies in the periodograms, given
their presence. Wavelet analysis has emerged as a useful tool for
detecting temporal localization of frequencies explaining varia-
tion in stochastic time series data (3, 4). Using this technique
with software in Maruan and Kurths (5), we computed the
L2-normalized continuous wavelet transforms of the yi,�,

W�b, a� � �
k�1

T 1
�a

�*�k � b
a � yi,k

for the analyzing (mother) wavelet, using the Morlet wavelet
�(t) � �1/4 e�i�0t)e�(t2

/2), to obtain an estimate (called the
scalogram) of the wavelet periodogram from the squared mod-
ulus values W[b, a] 2 without smoothing in either the time or
scale directions. We chose �0 � 2� to preserve an inverse
relationship between the scale of the analyzing wavelet and
frequency, a � 1/� (5). As suggested by Torrence and Compo (4),
we chose scales 	j, j � 0, …, J, by setting the minimum scale a0
� 6 h at twice the sampling interval, 	j � 1/24 and J � 120, giving
a maximum scale of 64 days. This is the natural choice for the
range of scales with the minimum being twice the sampling
interval, and the maximum imposed by overall sample size. We
bootstrapped 1000 replicate scalograms from the null AR(1)
model to obtain 0.95 quantile values for significance testing when
determining local patches of modulus values in the time fre-
quency domain that were different from red noise (4, 5)—that
is, had more complex autocorrelation structure than red noise.
As described next, we used these significant patches in two ways
to measure the emergence of complex autocorrelative structure
in movement. Finally, assuming an identical stochastic process
driving the movement time-series realizations for three catego-

ries of social ranking, the scalograms were averaged across
individuals of the same social rank category to estimate the social
group wavelet spectrum shown in Fig. 1.

To quantify a relative amount of autocorrelation structure at
each time step not attributed to the null model of red noise, we
used a Plancherel formula for wavelets. This formula for wave-
lets relates the total time-series variance �i

2 to the modulus values
of the wavelet transform by �W,W�H � TC��i

2 (6), where

�u, v�H: � � �
R�R*

u	a , b
v	a , b

dadb
�a �2

and C� is a wavelet-specific constant. Thus, for each time step,
we obtained the proportion of variance explained by scales inside
significant patches

�i,sig
2 	b
 � �

R*

		a

�W�b , a� �2

a
da� �

R*

�W�b , a� �2

a
da ,

where 	(a) is a Dirac measure taking on the value of 1 when a
is inside a significant patch and 0 elsewhere. Averaging the �i, sig

2

in blocks of time offers a relative measure of the degree of
complex autocorrelation in movement across that block of time.

Simulation Study. To facilitate biological interpretation of the
types of spectral results and time distributions of step lengths, we
conducted a movement simulation study based on a stochastic
partial differential equation model (7) from which to apply the
statistical methods described herein. Following the notation in
Brillinger et al. (7), we simulated positions r(t) in the x-y plane
of an animal at time t given by using the stochastic differential
equation r(t) � r(0) � ʃ0

t 
(r(s),s)ds � ʃ0
t �(r(s),s)dB(s), where


 is the drift, � is the dispersion, and B is a Wiener process. We
simulated 100 paths r(t) for two different daily activity scenarios
that elicit similar diurnal frequency signatures, characterized in
Fourier and wavelet analyses results, to those found from
movements of the studied elephants. For simulations, we con-
sidered t from 0 to 32 days, with r(t) incremented in 30 s steps
and recorded at hourly intervals for the first 30 days. To simulate
a simple rest-active daily activity behavior, we fit normal distri-
butions to the logarithmic transformed velocity time series of
M31 during the wet season for values below and above the 3/24
quantile (chosen from visual inspection of the data to roughly
reflect an expected amount of resting time for these elephants).
Values for the pairs (
(r(s), s), �(r(s), s)) during resting and
active activities were estimated at (2.67, 0.90) and (6.12, 0.95),
respectively (turning angle is not considered, so the values are
the same for the x and y dimensions). Each hour of each
simulation day a random time value uniformly distributed on
[0.5 h, 1.5 h] was selected. For the first three random times (with
expected duration of 3 h), the simulation used the estimated rest
parameters (2.67, 0.90), and the subsequent 21 random times
(with expected durations of 21 h), the simulation used the
estimated active parameters (6.12, 0.95). The results of this study
are summarized in supporting information (SI) Fig. S2. To
simulate the twice-a-day rest-active daily activity behavior, we
used the M31 velocity time series during the dry season to obtain
estimates of three behaviors: rest, low activity, and high activity.
Parameters for these three behaviors were obtained by fitting a
log-normal distribution to the dry season velocity time series of
M31 for values below the 3/24 quantile, between the 3/24 and 5/6
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quantiles, and above the 5/6 quantile, yielding parameter values
of (2.47, 0.87), (5.52, 0.80), and (7.32, 0.35), for rest, low activity,
and high activity, respectively. As before, each hour of each
simulation day a random time value uniformly distributed on
[0.5 h, 1.5 h] was chosen. The daily behavioral sequence with
expected time duration was set at rest for 3 h, low activity for 4 h,
high activity for 3 h, rest for 2 h, low activity for 3 h, high activity
for 4 h, and low activity for 5 h. The results of this study are
summarized in Fig. S3. A more complete evaluation of the
Fourier and wavelet analyses for detecting behavioral constancy,
cycling, randomness, change under differing biological scenarios
(e.g., crepuscular activity or more complicated sequences of

movement activity), and amounts of stochasticity, in both the
distribution of duration of each movement activity and sampling
interval, remain a subject of current research (8).

Additional Data Analyses. For each individual we obtained their
smoothed periodograms (Fig. S1) and scalograms (Fig. S3), the
latter of which was used for the subsequent analyses to evaluate
hypotheses H1–H3 described in the main text. For individuals
M54, M5, R28, R22, and M31, data at a 1 h sampling interval was
available and we present their smoothed periodograms (Fig. S2)
and scalograms (Fig. S4) for comparative purposes.

1. Shumway RH, Stoffer DS (2000) Time Series Analysis and Its Applications (Springer,
Harrisonburg, VA), pp 213–333.

2. R Development Core Team (2007) R: A Language and Environment for Statistical
Computing (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna).

3. Maraun D, Kurths J, Holschneider M (2007) Nonstationary Gaussian processes in
wavelet domain: Synthesis, estimation, and significance testing. Phys Rev E Stat Nonlin
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4. Torrence C, Compo GP (1998) A practical guide to wavelet analysis. Bull Am Meteorol
Soc 79:61–78.

5. Maraun D, Kurths J (2004) Cross wavelet analysis: Significance testing and pitfalls.
Nonlin Proc Geophys 11:505–514.

6. Blatter C (1998) Wavelets: A Primer (A K Peters, Natick, MA), pp 69–73.
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Fig. S1. Individual movement periodograms normalized so that white noise has a constant spectral density at 1 for individuals sampled every 3 h. Clear peaks
in the periodograms above the theoretical red-noise spectral densities (dashed lines at the foot of the peaks) suggest relatively elaborate movement
autocorrelation (these peaks remained significant as compared with Bonferroni corrected 95% confidence envelopes around the periodograms). Periodograms
paired by individual show dominant cycles during the dry season (Left) and wet season (Right). Socially dominant individuals (M54, M5, R28) show little seasonal
change in frequencies accounting for movement variation. In contrast, most lower-ranked individuals (M31, M46, R37) show clear seasonal differences in the
dominant periodogram frequencies. The emergence of a similar spectral signature as the dominants during the wet season possibly relates to impacts of changes
in resource abundance.
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Fig. S2. Individual movement periodograms normalized so that white noise has a constant spectral density at 1 for the subset of five individuals whose location
was sampled hourly, illustrating periodogram structure here is similar to that from the coarser sampling interval (Fig. S1). The dashed line shows the theoretical
red-noise power spectrum.
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Fig. S3. Wavelet scalograms of natural logarithmic transformed net displacement time series of the seven individual elephants with locations sampled every
3 h. Larger squared modulus values correspond to warmer colors (values of 1 are given a red color) and smaller values corresponding to cooler colors (values of
0 are purple). The thick solid line denotes the cone of influence outside of which modulus values are affected by zero padding and should not be considered;
the thick the vertical dashed line gives the approximate date of transition from the dry to wet season. The thin lines enclose regions of modulus values greater
than or equal to the 0.95 sample quantile of 1000 bootstrapped scalograms of a red-noise null model fit to the data and are used to define the temporal regions
of significant cycling referred to in the text. The first three scalograms are for the movements of dominants, the second two midranking, and the bottom two
are for the lowest-ranking elephants.
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Fig. S4. Wavelet scalograms of natural logarithmic transformed net displacement time series for five individual elephants that had their locations sampled
every hour, illustrating that the coarser sampling interval used in the main analysis for these five individuals does not change the findings about how the
distribution of modulus power is distributed over frequencies or time (Fig. S3). Larger squared modulus values correspond to warmer colors (values of 1 are given
a red color) and smaller values corresponding to cooler colors (values of 0 are purple). The thick solid line denotes the cone of influence outside of which modulus
values are affected by zero padding and should not be considered; the thick vertical dashed line gives the approximate date of transition from the dry to wet
season. The thin lines enclose regions of modulus values greater than or equal to the 0.95 sample quantile of 1000 bootstrapped scalograms of a red-noise null
model fit to the data and are used to define the temporal regions of significant cycling referred to in the text.
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Fig. S5. Box plots of the distribution of log step lengths (meters) by hour of day drawn from time steps with significant wavelet modulus value at a particular
frequency (a–c) or no significant frequency at all (d). Combined data from the seven elephants show that the differences in (A) one-, (B) two-, and (C) three-a-day
cycles are driven by the timing of periods of rest and movement across a day. (A) Extended periods of low to no displacement (relating to sleeping cycles) occurring
in the early morning, followed by moderate movements across the remaining diurnal period characterize one-a-day cycles of movement. (B) Two-a-day cycling
is characterized by two periods of rest, the first approximately the same time as that in one-a-day cycles with the second occurring midday coinciding with the
hottest time of the day. (C) Three-a-day cycles appear to be a modified version of (b) with different periodicity from the distributions associated with the previous
frequencies. (D) Stepwise displacements during periods without cycling show attenuated periodicity not registered as significant in the analysis. Comparison of
distributions from the same elephant shows the same, but stronger, differentiation.
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Fig. S6. Periodogram and scalogram structure for once-a-day rest diurnal activity from simulated data created using a simple two-mode model of rest and
movement similar to the movement pattern shown in Fig. S5A. (A) Black solid line shows the average normalized periodogram with tapered data and smoothed
using a modified Daniell smoother over the previous and subsequent three data points; lower and upper dashed lines give the 0.05 and 0.95 sample quantiles,
respectively, of the power at each frequency. The theoretical white-noise spectrum is at 1 for all frequencies. (B) Normalized average scalogram of squared
modulus values shown in color with 0 corresponding to purple and 1 corresponding to red, with the cone of influence (see text and ref. 4) given by the black
line. (C) Smoothed periodogram for one realization of a movement path (black line) with the theoretical red-noise spectrum shown by the red line and the
theoretical white noise taking values of 1 for all frequencies. (D) Using the same realized path r(t) analyzed in (C), normalized squared modulus values for specific
time-frequency values are shown in color, with 0 corresponding to purple and 1 corresponding to red. Thick solid line gives the cone of influence; thin solid lines
contain regions of significant squared modulus values different from red noise (5).
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Fig. S7. Periodogram and scalogram structure for twice-daily rest diurnal activity from simulated data created using a simple two-mode model of rest and
movement similar to the movement pattern shown in Fig. S5B. (A) Black solid line shows the average normalized periodogram with tapered data and smoothed
using a modified Daniell smoother over the previous and subsequent three data points; lower and upper dashed lines give the 0.05 and 0.95 sample quantiles,
respectively, of the power at each frequency. The theoretical white noise spectrum is at 1 for all frequencies. (B) Normalized average scalogram of squared
modulus values shown in color with 0 corresponding to purple and 1 corresponding to red, with the cone of influence (see text and ref. 4) given by the black
line. (C) Smoothed periodogram for one realization of a movement path r(t) (black line) with the theoretical red-noise spectrum shown by the red line and the
theoretical white noise taking values of 1 for all frequencies. (D) Using the same realized path r(t) analyzed in panel (C), normalized squared modulus values for
specific time-frequency values are shown in color with 0 corresponding to purple and 1 corresponding to red. Thick solid line gives the cone of influence; thin
solid lines contain regions of significant squared modulus values different from red noise (5).
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Table S1. Proportion of variation in movement data explained by autocorrelation calculated for blocks of time coinciding with NDVI
sampling intervals

Date M54 M5 R28 R22 M31 M46 R37 Avg

11 July 2001 0.42 0.41 0.41 0.35 0.28 0.24 0.35 0.35
21 July 2001 0.22 0.03 0.20 0.53 0.25 0.26 0.24 0.25
1 August 2001 0.34 0.37 0.45 0.08 0.29 0.41 0.29 0.32
11 August 2001 0.46 0.35 0.47 0.18 0.15 0.29 0.17 0.30
21 August 2001 0.30 0.23 0.23 0.15 0.27 0.20 0.22 0.23
1 September 2001 0.23 0.31 0.11 0.10 0.14 0.27 0.23 0.20
11 September 2001 0.20 0.16 0.15 0.25 0.40 0.35 0.20 0.24
21 September 2001 0.29 0.30 0.25 0.20 0.39 0.43 0.24 0.30
1 October 2001 0.04 0.13 0.43 0.25 0.26 0.20 0.38 0.24
11 October 2001 0.07 0.26 0.16 0.31 0.36 0.19 0.46 0.26
21 October 2001 0.23 0.08 0.29 0.21 0.25 0.29 0.27 0.23
1 November 2001 0.17 0.19 0.20 0.07 0.29 0.17 0.08 0.17
11 November 2001 0.11 0.18 0.25 0.11 0.10 0.18 0.16 0.16
21 November 2001 0.11 0.21 0.34 0.15 0.09 0.05 0.13 0.15
1 December 2001 0.19 0.23 0.10 0.06 0.06 0.03 0.03 0.10
11 December 2001 0.27 0.04 0.21 0.20 0.47 0.31 0.17 0.24
21 December 2001 0.14 0.51 NA 0.23 0.14 0.16 0.22 0.23

Data were averaged across all individuals, offering a metric of when autocorrelation in movements of the population was comparatively strong or weak.
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Table S2. Proportion of time (in percentages) that individuals produced autocorrelated movements significantly larger than expected
compared with best-fitting red noise at the indicated frequencies (<1 and >1 cycles per day) and seasons, within and outside
the park

Rank ID

Dry season Wet season

�1 cycle/day �1 cycle/day �1 cycle/day �1 cycle/day

In Out In Out In Out In Out

High M54* 64 NA 0 NA 40 39 0 0
High M5 48 53 0 0 35 61 0 0
High R28* 55 NA 0 NA 52 25 0 0
Mid R22 61 36 0 0 74 81 0 0
Mid M31 48 31 0 30 18 64 0 0
Low R37 79 29 2 14 73 28 0 9
Low M46 36 32 16 28 21 62 31 32

*These elephants spent less than 1% of their time outside protected areas during the dry season.
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Table S3. Proportion of days that elephants visited permanent
water sources

ID Dry, % Wet, %

M54 90 56
M5 97 84
R28 95 72
R22 90 66
M31 72 48
R37 83 34
M46 78 42

Note that percentages are significantly greater during the dry than the wet
season.
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Table S4. Proportion of time (across all frequencies) in which
movement autocorrelation was significantly different from red
noise

Rank ID
Proportion of time in
cyclic movements (%)

High M54 55
High M5 49
High R28 52
Mid R22 66
Mid M31 51
Low R37 47
Low M46 53

An AR(1) model was calculated from wavelet results, showing similar
proportions of the elephants’ movements were autocorrelated regardless of
social status.
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